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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The invention provides a system ~nd method 

for controlling the storing and release of thermal 

energy from a t~ermal storage ~all whereiri said 

5 wall is capable of storing thermal energy from 

insolation of solar radiation. The system and 

method includes a device such as a plurality of 

louvers spaced a predetermined distance from the 

thermal wall for regulating the release of thermal 

10 energy from the thermal wall. This regulating 

device is made from a material which is substantially 

transparent to the incoming solar radiation so that 

when it is in any operative position, the thermal 

storage wall substantially receives all of the 

15 impacting solar radiation. The material in the 

regulating device is further capable of being 

substantially opaque to thermal energy so that 

when the device is substantially closed, thermal. 

release of energy from the storage wall is sub~ 

20 stantially minimized. An adjustment device is 

interconnected with the regulating mechanism for 

selectivAly opening and closing it in order to 

regulate the release of thermal energy from the 

wall. 



... 
.BACKGROUND OF THE I:t-.TVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

The present inverition relates to ~passive 

solar energy system and more particularly to a passive 

5 thermal storage system. Specifically, the present 

invention relates to a system and method for con· 

trolling the charging of a thermal storage wall 

through insolation of solar energy and through the 

release of thermal energy from the thermal storage 

10 wall. The United States Government has rights to 

this invention pursuant to Contract No. EG-77-C-01-4042 

between the U.S. Department of Energy and the Solar 

Energy Research Institute, a division of the Midwest 

Research Institute. 

15 Description of the Prior Art 

The use of solar insolation for heating build-

ings of passive solar design has increased significantly 

in the past several years due to the substantial savings 

of such systems over heating systems in conventional 

20 buildings using fossil fuel energy, Although a number 

of different and useful techniques have been developed 

for use in passive solar design to increase the storage 

of solar radiation during the daylight hours, suitable 

techniques for regulating the control of this stored 

25 solar radiation (in the form of thermal energy) are 
• 



not truly satisfactory. A common technique for storing 

solar radiation in the form of thermal energy is to use 

a masonry, such as brick, concrete, adobe~. or stone, 

or a water wall or cylinder such as what has been 

5 commonly termed the Trombe wall. Thermal energy stored 

in such walls is released by free convection ~ir currents 

and by thermal radiation. 

Conventionally, once a solar passive building 

is designed and constructed, the thermal behavior of 

10 that building is controlled primarily by its external 

thermal environment. Without using any supplementary 

or auxiliary heat, the average room temperatur$of such 

solar passive buildings are higher during the day when 

insolation occurs and lower at night and in the early 

15 morning hours. The variations between the high and the 

20 

low temperatures in each room is a function of the building 

design and the magnitude of change in weather conditions. 

Often the difference of variation can be large, such as 

15° F or greater. 

Most passive solar buildings are constructed 

as a single· zone wherein the building is typically one 

room deep with the south end of each room designed to 

receive solar radiation through typically glass enclosed 

openings. In such passive building designs, rear or 

25 back rooms, behind the first room, cannot be effectively 

heated by solar radiation. One solution to this problem 
-has been to use free convection in ~rder to transfer 



·heat from the front room or zone to the back room 

or zone. Free air, however, has a small heat ca

pacity, and difficulties are generally encountered 

in controlling and setting up suitable convection 

5 patterns. Furthermore, heat transferred through the 

storage walls (i.e., interzonal transfer) is limited. 

since masonry materials are especially poor thermal 

conductors. 

In some techniques, regulation of heat transfer 

10 from the storage wall has been accomplished by use of 

a fan. The use of such a device, however, has limi

tations. A fan generally helps to improve heat transfer 

but it cannot provide the additional impedance needed 

during charging of the thermal walls (i.e., during the 

15 day) to prevent overheating of the front room and to 

improve storage wall performance. 

20 

25 

Another technique is to employ the use of an 

auxiliary heat source to supplement the temperature of 

the rooms during the night and early morning hours. 

Another approach has been to utilize moveable 

insulation and louver shading devices to provide a 

degree of passive thermal control. These types of 

shading devic;:es affect the degree by which the thermal 

wall is charged by solar insolation. Such techniques, 

however, do not control the release of thermal energy 

from the storage wall into the air space of the room. 



Furthermore, shading devices do not provide directional 

or graduated control over the discharge of thermal energy 

and fail to improve interzonal heat transfer fTom a front 

room to a back room or improve the heat storage perfor-

5 mance of the storage wall itself. 

SlTh~~RY OF THE INVENTION 

Therefore, it is one object of the present 

invention to provide a system and method for reducing 

overheating of a passive solar room during charging of 

10 a storage wall situated therein. 

15 

It is another object of the present invention 

to provide a system and method for improving thermal 

storage performance of a storage wall in a passive 

solar room. 

It is a further object of the present invention 

to provide_ graduated control over the release of stored 

thermal energy from a storage wall into a passive solar 

room. 

Yet another object of the present invention 

20 is to provide improved interzonal heat transfer from 

one side of a thermal storage wall to the other. 

Accordingly, the thermal control system of 

the present invention provides a solution to the above 

described problems and includes a regulating device, 

25 preferably in the form of a plurality of louv~rs, 

spaced a pyedetermined distance from the surface of 
. 

a thermal wall exposed to solar radiation. A mecha~cal 



device is provided for selectively opening and closing 

the louvers under a temporal control, a manual control, 
. 

a thermostatic control, or a combination .thereof. The . ~ 

louvers are preferably made from a material, such as 

5 .glass, which is substantially transparent to solar 

10 

radiation. This enables the thermal storage wall 

to be charged through insolation of solar radiation 

whether or not the louvers are fully opened, fully 

closed, or in any position therebetween. 

The louver material is further substantially 

opaque to the release of thermal energy when the 

louvers are fully closed. Additionally, when the 

louvers are fully closed, thermal release from the 

storage walls due to free air convection is sub-

15 stantially minimized, and when the louvers are selec

tively and gradually opened, the thermal release due 

to. both radiation from the wall and due to free convec-

tion can be selectively directed into the room. The 

provision of the louvers in front of the thermal wall 

20 also increases the storage of thermal energy per unit 

of incident solar radiation when the louvers are near 

or in the closed position, and provide for greater 

interzonal transfer of energy through the storage wall. 

. -



.. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The novel features which are believed to 
.. 

be characteristic of the present invention ~re set 
' . . 

forth in the appended claims. The invention itself, 

5 however, together with further objects and attendant 

advantages thereof, will become apparent and best 

understood by reference to the following detailed 

description taken in connection with the accompanying 

drawings, setting forth by way of illustration and 

10 example certain embodiments of the invention in the 

several figures of which like reference numerals 

identify like elements, and in which: 

FIGURE. 1 is a cut-alvay perspective vie.w 

illustrating the thermal control system of the 

15 present invention in front of a room thermal wall 

being charged by incoming solar radiation; 

20 

FIGURE 2 is a cut-away perspective view 

illustrating the thermal control system, as sho"~ 

in Figure 1, in the fully closed position; 

FIGURE 3 is a schematic illustra~ing a 

direct gain/single zone mode of operation of the 

present invention during the daytime hours; 

FIGURE 4 is a schematic illustrating the 

Lhermal control system of the present invention, as 

25 shown in Figure 3, during night time operation; 

FIGURE 5 is a schematic illustrati~g the 

daytime operation of a direct gainfdual zone mode 



of operation using two thermal control systems of 

the present invention; 

FIGURE 6 is a schematic illustrating "the 

arrangement shown in Figure 5 during night time 

5 operation; 

10 

FIGURE 7 is a schematic illustrating an 

indirect gain/single zone mode of operation during 

the daytime for the thermal control system of the 

present invention; 

FIGURE 8 is a schematic illustrating the 

thermal control system shown in Figure 7 during 

night time operation; 

FIGURE 9 is a top planar schematic view of 

experimental and control boxes for testing the thermal 

15 control system of the present invention; 

FIGURE 10 is a graph illustrating th~ room 

temperature cycling of the experimental and control 

boxes of Figure 9 over a two day period of operation; 

FIGURE 11 is a graph of the experimental 

20 and control boxes of Figure 9 illustrating the tem

perature variations of the thermal wall over a two 

day period of operation; 

FIGURE 12 is a chart illustrating the 

experimental and control boxes of Figure 9 over a 

25 two day period of operation for room temperature 

with the thermal control system of the present 

invention-being operated; 
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FIGURE 13 is a graph showing the~tem-

perature variations £or the experimental and control 

boxes of Figure 9 over a two day period o:£ time .. 
_during which the thermal control system of the 

5 present invention is operated; and 

10 

FIGURE 14 is a_ graph illustrating room tem

perature variations with time for the experimental 

and control boxes of Figure 9 with the thermal control 

system of the present invention being operated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Referring first to Figure 1, a thennal control 

system 10 of the present invention l.S shov:n,. in the 

preferred embodiment, to include a plurality of louvers 

15 or pivotal slots 20 connected through a link 30 to an 

operating lever 40 which can move in the directions of 

the.arrows 50. The thermal control system 10 o£ the 

present invention is shown mounted substantially over 

and in front of a thermal storage or transfer wall 60 

20 which may comprise, for example, a wall constructed of 

masonry or water. One purpose of the thermal control 

system of the present invention is to regulate the 

release of thermal energy, illustrated by arrows 70, 

from the storage or transfer wall 60 which conventionally 

25 gains energy from solar radiation 80 from the sun 

through insolation. 



As shown in Figure 1, the storage wall 

60 can be conventionally mounted in a room 90 of 

a building 100. The front of the building 100. 

includes a window 110 through which the solar 

5 radiation 80 is directed onto the thermal storage 

wall 60. The building 100, the window 110, the 

floor of the building 120, and the thermal storage 

or transfer wall 60 are well known and can be conven-

tionally constructed. It is to be expressly understood 

10 that other applications of the present invention in 

structures such as greenhouses and the like could also 

be made. 

The purpose of the thermal control system 10 

of the present invention, as previously mentioned and 

15 as shown in Figures 1 and 2, is to regulate the release 

of stored th~rmal: energy .. frqm: ,the. thermal sto~age. wall 

60 into the room 90 of the building 100. Such regu-

lation occurs.through the timed,_manual, or thermo~ 

statically controlled operation of lever 40 to open 

20 or close the louvers 20. The louvers 20 are constructed 
• • •'''I o o : ' ' •' •• l :::,:;; • •.••• I:! ,J 

from material which is substantially tr~nsparent to the 

incoming solar radiation 80 in order to permit the rays 

80 to charge the wall 60 when the louvers 20 are either 

partially opened, fully opened or closed. The material 

25 of louvers 20, however, is also substantially opaque or 

nonconductive of the released thermal energy,when the 

louvers 29 are closed. This release of thermal energy 

from wall 20 occurs by two mechanisms: free convection 



as illustrated by arrows 400, and thermal radiation 

70. Hence, when the louvers 20 are fully opened by the 

lever 40, the release of thermal energy fr9m the wall 

60 occurs at a maximum rate. On the other hand, when 

5 the louvers 20 are fully closed, as shown in Fig-ure 2, 

the thermal energy from the storage wall 60 is contained 

in the wall 60 and in the space between the wall 60 and 

the louvers 20 which is designated by a width of AW. 

When the louvers 20 are in a closed position, release 

10 of thermal energy by free convection 400 and thermal 

radiation: 70 is significantly minimized. Furthe:nnore, 

when the louvers 20 are fully closed, the temperature 

of the room 90 is lowered, and more thermal energy is 

stored in the storage wall 60 per unit of incident solar 

15 -radiation than without the use of the thermal c;ontrol 

system 10 of the present invention. 

20 

When the louvers 20 are fully opened by the 

lever 40, the incoming solar radiation 80 impacts on 

the thermal storage wall 60, and stored thermal. energy 

is released by radiation 70 and free convection 400 into 

the room 90 at a maximum rate. Regulation of the lever 

40 (manually or automatically) effectuates regulation 

uf the rclca~e of thA thermal energy from the wall 60 

auJ, hence, when the louvers 20 are fully closed,. a 

25 minimum of thermal energy from the storage wall 60 is 

released into the room 90. The operation of the lever 

40 provides regulation between the maximum and minimum 

rates of thermal energy release. Furthermore,. operation 

:' ~ ; .- ! 



of the lever 40 provides a significant directional 

control for the release of the stored thermal energy. 

When a user of the room 90 desires more heat 

in order to maintain the room at a comfortable level, 

5 the user (,or a thermostatic or timed device) operates 

the lever 40 to open the louvers 20 to provide increased 

thermal energy release (70 and 400) into the room 90. 

Likewise, when less heat is needed, the user of the 

room 90 may activate the lever 40 in the opposite 

10 direction to more fully close the louvers 20. 

It i~ :to_be apprec~ated that· sliding, hinged,. 

or removable panels, parallel and adjacent to the storage 

wall 60, but ~ot .in conta~t with the wall, and made 

from the same material as the louvers 20 can provide 

15 the same type of regulation over release of the thermal 

energy from the· wall 60. Th_e .. ·selective, openi~g of such 

louvers or panels essentially provides a variable im--
. 

pedance to.~ea~ transfe~ fr9m· ~he storage wall 60 to. 

the room 9.0.~ __ A. .. !ligh _impedance is provided, in one 

2 U instance, by reducing radiation· exchange.: bJ~tween the 

25 

wall and the room, and, in the second instance, by 

reducing free convection into the ropm! A.low impedance 

occurs through opening the· louvers 20 to provide an 

increased release of thermal energy. 

It is to be further appreciated that a number 

of conventional arrangements can be utilized'in the 

thermal control of the present inv~ntion to operate 

the opening and closing of the louvers 20 or similar 



panels under both a manual or an automatic control 

as will be more fully discussed below, 

Referring now to Figures 3 throug_h .. 8.. the 

thermal control system of the present invention is 

5 shown in applications exhibiting three di£ferent 

modes of operation. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the 

day and night use of the thermal control syst.em 10 

of the present invention in a direct gain/sing_le 

zone mode operation. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate 

10 the day and night use of the thermal control. system 

10 of the present invention in a direct gain/dual 

zone mode of operation. Finally, Figur~s 7 and 8 

illustrate the day and night use of the thenooal control 
' 

system 10 of the present invention in an inci:irect 

15 gain/single zone mode of operation. Each o£ these 

20 

modes of operation is discussed in more detail below. 

In Figures 3 and 4, the use of the thermal 

control system 10 of the present invention is shown 

in a direct gain/ single zone mode of opera.tion. Figure 

3 illustrates a daytime operation whereas- Figure 4 shows 

a night time operation. During the day, the· louvers 

20 are closed and, in passive solar buildings, sufficient 

thermal radiation is allowed into the buildimg to provide 

adequate heating of the building without us~ of thermal 

25 heat release from the storage \\'all 60. Henc-:e, the 

thermal control system 10 is generally in tb.e fully 

cJ.osed posi Lion thereby entrapping ~the thermal energy 

:. - --· 

. .. ·: 
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within the dead air space ~W (Fig. 2) as well as 

increasing thermal storage in the storage .wall· 60 • 
.. 

In the closed position, the louvers 20 of the thermal 

control system 10 of the present invention are opaque 

to the thermal _energy zO which is of a significantly 

longer wavelength than the incoming solar radiation 

80 and, therefore, more energy ii stored. Hence, a 

solar charging of the thermal storage wall 60-occurs 

during the period of time (daylight) in which the 

louvers 20 are closed. 

Ai'ni~ht.time, ·~rid' a~ shown·in-Figure 4, the

louvers 20 are fully opened, and the thermal radiation 

70 is allowed·to-d~ssipate into the room 90 at a rate 

determined by- the. g·radua t·ed 'degr·ee' which·· the louvers· . -.~-'- _, ·-, 

15 20 are opened. 

Hence;-- ana a's .. showtl" in· Figures· 3 and 4,- the 

thermal control system 20 ·or the ptesent invention in· 

a direct gai~/~iri~le.zone approach provides three 

definite advanta~~~.· First, during the daytime hours 

20 when additibnal'be~t is not needed in the room go·'· 

because the room temperature is sufficiently high 

from incoming sol~r radiation and higher outside · 

ambient· temperature, thermal energy storage per unit 

incident solar energy in the wall 60 is increased. 

25 Second, the stored thermal energy can be released 

into the room 90 during the night and early ~orning 

hours by free convection 400 and b~ radiation 70 when 
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there is no insolation and when the outside ambient 

temperatures are lower. Finally, th~ amo_unt o·f heat .. 
released into the room :can be controlled ~o s~it the ~ 

user's needs, at any time, to accommodate varying out-

side ambient temperatures'and changing environmental 

conditions during the day~night cycle. 

When the louvers 20 are opened, a free air 

circulation path 400 occurs in room 90 and in the air 

space (AW) between the thermal control system of the 

10 present invention and the wall 60 so as to remove thermal 

energy from the face of the wall 60 .. When the louvers 

20 are closed, such a circulation path 400 is prevented. 

Refer~~ng to Figures 5 and 6, ~~~ ~hermal 

control sys~~m~o£ ~he present invention.is shown,in 

15 a direct gain/two zone mode of operation. In this 

mode of operation, the first thermal ~onp:·ol ,syst~m .. 

20 is used in a front room 90, and.a second thermal 

control system 500 is utilized in a rear.room 510~. 

-··- .. 

As shown in.Figures 5 and. 6, the room 90.a~~ the thermal 

.20 control .. system 2P .. associated therew~~h operates_ in ~he . . :_' . ._ :- - . : -·. 

same fashion as set forth in.Figures 3 and 4. What 

is added in figures 5 and 6 is the provision to heat 

the room 51Q_, rep~esenting a second heating zone, 

during the daytime as shown in Figure 5 and during 

25 the night time as shown in Figure 6. The arrangement 

shown in Figures 5 and 6 improves interzonal·heat 

transfer (i.e., the transfer of heat from the room 
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90 to the room 510). As s·hown in Figure 5, with the . 
louvers 20 of the thermal control system 10 ··closed, 

heat builds up in the dead air space and in the 

thermal mass 60. This buildup of heat is delivered 

back through the thermal mass 60 as shown by the 

arrows 520 for radiation into the back room 510. 

Hence, the. thermal control system 20 serves to charge 

the mass 60 and to drive heat rearwardly in the wall 

into a back or rear room 510. Of course, the louvers 

10 530 can also be in a closed positibn if radiated heat 

70 is not immediately required in the back room 510, 

15 

thereby permitting even greater thermal storage in 

the wall 60 for subsequent use in the rooms 90 .and 

510. 

At night time, as shown in Figure 6, the 

louvers 20 and 530 for the systems 10 and 500 can be 

adjustably opened in various degrees to provide 

variable amounts of thermal energy release into the 

rooms 90 and/or 510. Of course, the louvers 530 in 

20 the thermal control system 500 do not need to be 

transparent to solar radiation since solar radiation 

does not impinge on the thermal mass wall 60 from that 

direction. Such louvers 530, however, must be opaque 

(i.e., non-transmittive thereof) to thermal radiation. 

25 In this approach, interzonal (i.e., from the front 

room 90 through the wall 60 and into the back Toom 

510) transf~r of thermal energy occurs. 
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In Figure 7 and 8, an indirect gain/single . 
zone mode of operation is illustrated for.d~y and 

night operation. In Figure 7, the solar radiation 

insolates thermal mass 60 through the glass 110. 

During daytime operation, the thermal control system 

500 could have its louvers 530 fully closed or partially 

opened 1to provide the desired heat to the room 510. 

At night time, the louvers 530 of the system 500 

are opened to permit release of the stored thermal 

10 energy in wall 60 into the room 510, as shown in 

Figure 8. 

The lever 40 is illustrated.in Figures 3 

through 8 in various operative positions under three 

types of preferred control. In Figures 3 and 4, a 

15 manual control is provided which the user operates 

based upon the user's personal comfort. In Figures 

5 and 6, a temperature sensor 580 is coupl~d to an 

electronic or mechanical control which operates the 

lever 40 through a mechanical linkage 592. In this 

20 embodiment, the user sets a thermostatic control 590 

to a desired temperature, and the louvers are then 

activated accordingly. Finally, and as shown in 

figures 7 and 8, a timed control mechanical or 

electric circuit 700 is connected by a mechanical 

25 linkage 710 to the lever 40. In this embodiment, 

the user of the present invention sets a cloc~ to 

activate tpe opening and closing of the louvers at 

certain timed intervals. 
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To experimentally test the thermal control 

system 10 of the present invention, two id~ntical test 

boxes 900 and 910 as shown in Figure 9 were utilized. 

The boxes were oriented towards the South (arrow 902). 

The inner dimensions of each test box were 0.91 m x 

0.91 m x 0.91 m (3' by 3' by 3') . In front of each test 

box 900 and 910 was placed a reflector 920. Double 

glazed glass 930 was utilized in front of the storage 

wall 940. In the "control" box 910, horizontal louvers 

10 950 were utilized in the fully opened position. For 

the "experimental" box 900, horizontal louvers 960 

were provided such that the louvers 960 could be 

variably opened and closed. At the end of the test 

box was. an aluminum panel 970 follO\ved by an insulation 

15 panel 980. The panels 920 and 980 were hinged to the 

boxes 900 and 910. During the day, the panels 920 and 

980 were lowered to allow solar radiation into the 

boxes from the South and to permit heat loss from the 

North. At night time, the panels were closed. A 

20 layer of polyurethane insulation on the sides 990 

covered the outside and bottom of the boxes. The 

thermal storage wall 940 was a 9.2 em (3.625 in.) 

thick concrete;: brick wall o.nd; as shm.,rn in Fi eure 9, 

the wall was arranged to test the mode of operation 

25 set forth in Figures 7 and 8 for the indirect/single 

zone. Each test box contained thermocouples at . 
various locations in order to measure temperature. 
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Figure 10 sets forth the graph of room air 

temperature of the experimental and control ~oxes 

900 and 910 with the louvers opened as a function 

of time. The room air temperature behaviors of 

both boxes 900 and 910 are substantially identical 

/~-~ through the temperature cycling. In Figure 11 ,· 

the average storage wall temperature of the boxes, 

as a function of time, for the same test as that 

presented for Figure 3, are plotted. Again, the 

10 curves are nearly identical. In making the_ comparative 

cycling tests, between the two boxes 900 and 910, 

the temperatures for the two boxes did. not differ 

by more than two degrees centigrade and on the average 

differed by less than one degree centigrade. Hence, 

15 the "experimental" box ·900 and the "control" box 910 

dem~;ms tra ted similar temperature behaviors independent 

of the application of the thermal control system of the 

present invention (i.e., with the louvers fully opened). 

Therefore, the altered temperature behavio-r caused by 

20 regulation of the·thermal.control system 10 of the 

present invention can be closely ~valuated and determined. 

In Figures 10 and 11, points-in-time 1000 are indicative 

of when the.front panel 920 and the back panel 980 were 

opened and points-in-time 1010 are indicative of when 

25 these panels were closed. 

In Figures 12 .a~d 13, the effect of closing the 
' 

louvers of the present invention during charging and 
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the subsequent opening of the louvers during dis-

charging for the "experimental" box 900 are il1.us

trated. In Figure 12, the room air temperature as 

a function of time, for both boxes 900 and 910, is 

plotted. At point-in-time 1200 (approximately 8:20 

a.m.), the front 920 and back 980 panels were opened. 

At point-in-time 1210 (approximately 9:30a.m.), the 

glass louvers 960 in the "experimental" box 900 were 

closed. As witnessed in Figure 12, the temperature 

10 of the room then increases. At point-in-time 1220 

(approximately 5:30 p.m.) the front 920 and back 

15 

980 panels were closed. At point-in-time 1230 

(approximately 7:00a.m. the following morning), 

the glass louvers 960 were opened. 

The results in Figure 12 show that at peak 

temperatures, the room air temperature for the "experi-

mental" box 900 was approximately 5 degrees lower than 

that of the control test box. Thus, closing of the 

louvers 960 lowered the heating of the room air te1u .. 

20 perature during charging by about five degrees, which 

represents the heat being retained in the storage wall. 

25 

At point~in~time 12~0 (7:00a.m. the next morning), the 

glass louvers 960 were opened and the room air temperature 

increased due to a release of the stored thermal energy. 

Figure 13 sets forth the temperature plots for 

the average temperature of the storage wall 940 during 
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these same points-in-time and shows that the additional 

thermal energy not released when the louvers 950 are .. 
closed is stored for future discharge. 

Figure 14 plots the effect of opening and 

closing the glass louvers 960 over a two day period. 

/~j At point-in-time 1400 the front 920 and back 980 panels 

were opened (approximately 8:15a.m. on the first day). 

The glass louvers 960 were closed in the experimental 

box 900 at point-in-time 1410 (approximately 9:15, the 

10 first day). The front and back panels were closed at 

point-in-time 1420 (approximately 4:45 p.m. the first 

day) and remained closed until point-in-time 1440 

(approximately 7:00a.m. the second day). The louvers 

960 were opened between points-in-time 1430 and 1450 

15 (between approximately 7:00a.m. and 10:30 a.m., the 

second day) and then were kept closed for the remainder 

of the day and night. The frontpanel 920 and back panel 

980 were opened at point-in-time 1455 (approximately 

8:00a.m., the second day) and closed at point-in-time 

20 1460 (approximately 4:20p.m., the second day). 

As mentioned above, Figure 14 sets forth the 

plot of the room air temperature as a function of time 

and demonstrates the observed affect of opening and 

closing louvers 960 based on a predetermined time 

25 sequence. In Figure 14, the use of the thermal control 

system of the present invention reduced the magnitude . 
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of room air temperature fluctuations, in some cases 

as much as 44%. .. 
It is to be expressly understood that al-

liR 79 .. ]4) 

though the glass louvers 960 were utilized, the louvers 

960 can be made of material other than glass. This is 

. /~ i especially true when, as in the test boxes, the intended 

mode of operation in an indirect.gain/single zone 

application as set forth in Figures 7 and 8. In this 

mode of operation, the requirement of transparency for 

10 solar radiation is not necessary. Hence, when thin 

polished aluminum is utilized as the material for th~ 

louvers, tests indicate that more energy is stored 

during charging by as much as 12% since aluminum 

louvers can provide more than twice the thermal 

15 impedance of glass louvers. Finally, the use of 

glass louvers during the charging of the storage 

wall allows more energy to be stored in the storage 

wall for future use,and as set forth in Figure 13, 

this amounts to about 5% of the incident energy. 

20 It is to be appreciated that the use of the 

thermal control system of the present invention on 

thermal storage walls in passive solar buildings provides 

a temporal and a graJuated control over the rate of 

thermal energy released by radiation and by free 

25 convection from the thermal storage wall. In addition, 

iHl.:I"~aseJ storage of energy per unit of incident solar 
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energy in the wall and interzonal transfer of energy 

through the wall occurs. 

It will be understood that the invention may 

be embodied in other specific forms without departing 

\ 5 from the spirit or central characteristics thereof. 
'' 

')\_.~ The present examples and embodiments, therefore, are 

to be considered in all respects as illustrative and 

not restric~ive, and the invention is not to be limited 

to the details given herein but may be modified within 

10 the scope of the appended claims. 
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